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Foreword

The County Council Smallholding b have become so much

a part of the system of land tenure in this country that

they deserve the interest which their organisation and

administration are. at. present arousing. The contribution

which this repbrt *rnakes— 'Ea the. -whole study derives

originally from an inquiry which the WISE COLLMITTEE made

.94. Statutory Smallholdings into the extent t6--whi-ch' the
• ,. . . ,

universities 'had on the sU..:bjeci-,,, A-6 the time, the

University of Leeds ha.-44-ttle to, offer cn the scheme in

.Yorkshir, but. 1.-16 ifs: whidh E...ppoared .tb: m6rit

investigation. 1,1r..11FICH.LEL BLACK war, offered the 9Pportunity
• • • ; - •

.to make a surveyi of:.:the position,i- ahd to visit some of the

estates. The enthusiasm with which be 2.1";.:E; pt ed.. i i; • and, . ,

undertook  the .responsibility fo:ifi the p:co t-j,?,,:.-L- ha 2 resulted

in the present report which is an c.,/,:tenipt to describe

objectively the current position of the Efiallholclings Scheme,

to measure its success and to suggest the lines which future

policy might f:911Qw,_ • . . • • • • • t •

The University is deeply grateful to the Land Agents

of the three County Councils, and to thc.,E., smallholders who

were visited, for the help they provided during the course

of the investigation.

LHA.RWOOD LONG
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COUNTY COUNCIL SMALLHOLDINGS IN YORKSHIRE 

Chapter I 

A Comparison of Smallholding Practice in theThree Ridin s
of Yorkshire 

The independent and. localised nature of County Counciladministration is well illustrated by the practice of thethree Smallholdings Authorities in Yoi'k.shire,. both at. the timeof purchase and sub-division of estates and in the currentpolicy of estate management and selection of tenants.
The various Smallholdings Acts placed a statutory dutyupon County Councils to provide sufficient holdings .to meetthe demand for :them. It is interesting to see how the, number,prbvided comp'ares with the number of farm workers in eachRiding. The total of agricultural workers in Yorkshire hasdeclined considerably since 1921, but at different rates inthe three Ridings.. The Vest Riding lost almost one-third ofIts adult male regular workers in the forty years between 1921and 1961, so .that the difference in numbers between the Ridingshas been considerably reduced. .

• The number of workers is given in Table 1 at ten yearintervals since 1921, together with the number of full-time,fully equipped holdings in each Riding in 1961.
Table 1 Adult Regular Full-Time Male Workers on holdings 

in YorkshireiL1121-196_11_ and Number of County 
Council Smailholdings at March,  1964. 

1921 1941 1951 1961
Decline
over
period

Small-
holdings
in 1961

(a) (a) (b) (c) V- (d)
East Riding 9514 ,7915 9338 7777 18 142
North ” 8.853 ' 7432 9167 7583 14 56
West " 14014 12663 , 12998 9603 31 211

(a) 21 years and over (b) 21 years and under 65
(c) 20 years and over (d) Full-time, Fuly. Equipped

.;, ••••

Soui.ce: Agricultural Statistics, and
Land Agents Depts.



The ratio of smallholdings to workers in 1961 ,was one
to 55 full-time male workers in the Fast Riding, one to 136
in the North Riding, and one to 46 in the Vest Riding. The
ratio in the latter Riding has narrowed ,considerably with
the drop in .the number of workers.

The rate of formation of holdings has altered .over the
years in response both to local considerations within the Ridings,
and to national policy towards smallholdings gandrally. The
present estates were mainly built up over .the years 1908-1939,
as shown in Table -2.

Table 2  *** Rate of Formation of Full-Time Ftll
Smallholdings since 1.900

•••

•

,.' .
Pre
1908

1908-
1919

l920-1930-
1929 1939

1940-
1949

195°7
1964

-
Total

East (1) (2) j (3),Riding -.
North , 

. 
. : .

42:-
. ..

68
•

27_ .
,.

....-
, ..

5 - -142 1

Riding >.. 16 34 .... ,
_

. _• . .... 56(5)

West
Riding , (147) (386) (.4

(1) Includes 1 full-time bare land holding
(2) Includes 3 full-time holdings with buildings on
(3) These 5 were built since 1955 on land held from pre-war

years and let in larger units.
(4) Total of all types of holdings - separate details for;

full-time ones not available._
----- total" of all holdings in 1964 is 397, as holdings

have been lost through sales, amalgamation, etc.
(5) Sixiloldings, established on leased land between 1911

and 1921 were given up when the leases expired between
1923 and 1941. Another four holdings, established o#
land purchased in 1921, were sold in 1946. These are
,not included in the 56 given.
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A fair proportion of holdings was built between the
1908 Act and the first World War, but the most active period
of smallholdings activity was in the years after 1920.

_Since 1940, there has been no acquisition of new land
for smallholdings, other than perhaps ,..a few acres to add to
existing farms where necessary. The creation of new
holdings has been marginal, and negative in the North Riding.
The present estates are thus very much.as -they were in 1939,
except for the reductions due to sales and reorganisation.

Mile the 1947 Act reaffirmed a basic principle of
•earlier Acts - that smallholdings shoald'be provided - it
did almost nothing to increase their numbers, at least in

Yorkshire. The original sentiments which spurred the
acquisition and building of estates before and after the first
World War did not emerge after the second, and it is unlikely

that the heavy investment needed for new holdings will now

be forthcoming on other grounds. Policy in the future will •

therefore have to concentrate on using the existing estates
in the best way possible for the purpose they have now come

to serve -that of enablin'g farm workers to farm an their

own account.

Size of Holding (1)

Considerable differences in size of holding are noticeable

both within each Authority and between Authorities. The

average size of smallholding in the East Riding is 44 acres,
in the North Riding it ib 51 acres, and in the West Riding

it is 58i- acres. As will be seen later in the evidence from

the West Riding, the actual acreage worked is often inoreased

by the tenant renting additional land. The Councils sOmetimes

. supplement' a small acreage holding by additional letting of

bare land'. The average acreage of land actually worked by

the tenants today is thus somewhat more than the average size

of holding. Table 3 gives the numbers of holdings in the three
Ridings according to size groups.

(1) The smallholdings for which data are
provided are all in the category of 'full-time,

fully equipped holdings'. No evidence
pertaining to part-time or cottage holdings

was collected.



Table Number. and Sizes of Smallholdings in the Three
Ridings at 31st March,  1964.

Acres Ender
10

10-
20

20=:30--
30 . 40

40-
50

50-
75

75-
100,100

Over Total
Size

No.
.und.
50
acz

,T

over
75. •

Total
4cres

•

Aver.i
Sizel

Fast
1Riding. 20 12 9 7 37. 46 9 2 - 142 59 8 6225 44

North
Riding . • 4 6 13. 30 3 . . 56 31 5. 1 675 5
West . .
Riding 7 2 2 9 47 111  23.

, 1
10 .211 32 16 12507 58

Fifty-nine.percent of the East Riding holdings, thirty-one percent
of the North Riding holdings, and thirty-two percent of the West Riding
holdings are under 50 acres. For holdings over 75 acres, the respective
percentages are eight; five, andsixteen. Obviously, the three
Authorities interpreted the SeVer61 Acts in different ways when dividing
estates for the establishment of holdings in the pas1 as the large
differences in size distribution are not explained. solely by. the land
requirements of the respective types of holding.

Rent Policy

Current rent policy differs from Council to Counciljn several
important respects. The rent reviews have been Undertaken at different
dates, .and various levels of increase were applied The rents generally
have been increasing but'at.different rate's. The East Riding has
restrained the increabe while. the West Riding is actively engaged in
raising, rents considerably. The dates of review, .percentage increases
applied, and action on reletting are summarised belo* in Table 4.



Table

5

,

Rent Reviews on Smallholdings in Yorkshire'

•
.

Date % In-
crease-

Date %; In-:
crease

Date %, In-
crease

Review
Inter-
val

Increase
on (3)
reletting

East
Riding 1951 20% 1960 30% _ _
North
Riding 1948

1)
I d. 1954 Ind. 1963 250 3yrs

2
MV
()

West

1
Riding 1947 15% 1956 Ind. ' 4Yrs MV

(1) Holdings .independently assessed
(2) Holding relet at market value
(3) The rent of the holding is increased to caver, the cost of

improvements undertaken with the agreement of the tenant.

The average rent per. acre in the North and-West' Riding ,is
greater than that in the East Riding by about 8s.Cd, even though
the average size of, holding inthe latter Riding is the smallest.
This is seen from Table 5, which gives the total rent roll at •
March 1964 and the average rent per acre.

Table Rent roll and Average Rent per Acre for
Smallholdings  in Yorkshire

No.of
Holdings

No.of
Tenants

Acre-
age

Average
Size of
Holding
Acres

Total
Rent
E

Average
Rent/Acrei

E
East
Riding 142 142 6225 44 22297 3.58
North
Riding 56 56 2875 51 11939 4.15
West . -•
,Riding 211 214 12307 _ 58 ' ' 5.2111______4 E__
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A satisfactory estate policy must look for a surplus on
which to base improvement and modernisation, of holdings, as well
as trying to cover running costs .._. .11.1t hough the present-survey
did not study the economics of size of estate and cost of central
administration, :#'is..-clear that an.average *rent • for full-time
•.fifty acre farms of four pounds ,an. acre or so is insufficient to
lave a •surplus for investment, or for much return .on the money
already invested by County Council-and..Gbvernm.

(R).A closer look at rent levels on a sample of holdings reveals
wide differences in rents charged per acre both within and
between Ridings. The distribution of rents per acre is given
in Table 6.
Table 6 Distribution  ofJZents...per Acre -for a-Sample- of Holdings

£2/
. 10
to

£3
to
£3/

£3/
10
to

£4
„to.
£4/

£47
10
to

£5
to
E5/

- ,
..:1Q - 1
to

1 c ---7.--
to :
--£6/

er
(1)
,

E6/. -

2
.
TOt- "
-1 .un- over

£2/ 9 £3/ 9 £4/ 9 £5/ 10 10 a der £5/
19 19 . . 19 . . 19.

- - ' E4 10
East

I.:

/

•Riding 4 :12 10 „7 - 1: •:-. -9 43 75 . .3
North
Riding 2 8 8 22 . 7 7 . .,-, • 56 ' 32,- . 4
West
Riding 6 23 13 8 13 4... 77 57 

i. •
(1) These are all -very small holding•6 in which the cost of

the house per acre is disproportionately
(2) Ignoring the twelve .holdingS, in the note. 'above

Ignoring the twelve very small holdings with extra high rents
per acre, then 75 percent of-the East Riding-hOld'ings, 32 percent
of the North Riding, and 57 percent of the West• ,,Riding holdings
have rents of under £4 per acre.

(3.F.) Details were obtained from the County nuncils
for a samp.le..of. holdings in-
These are used for tables and analysis where
it was not possible to obtain the information
for all the tenants.
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The figures for the West Riding sample of holdings have been
analysed in more detail to determine the reasons for the wide spread
in rents per acre. The estate and its position in the rent review cycle,
and particularly the date of entry of the tenant, seem to.lpe the main
determinants of the rent per acre for a particular holding. Table 7
gives the distribution of rents per acre for the sample of holdings in
the 171-et Riding analysed by Estate.

Table* 7 Distributi on of Rents/acre on the West Riding Smallholdings

Rent/Acre

in the Survey by Estate

£2/10 £3 I £3710, £4 £4/1:0! £5 £570 £6 Over
to to i to to to , to to to £6/9
£2/19 £3/9 £3/19 E4/9 £4/19 1E5/9 £5/l96/9 (Cottage

No.of
Farms

Estate 1

Estate 2

Estate 3

Estate 4

Estate 5

Estate 6

Estate 7

1 9

3

23 '15 8 13

2 1 10 7 2 1

2

1 4

2

3

2

3

6

1

1  holdings

3

Total

1

2

Total  6 25 13

1

27

6

20

The above table is largely explained by examining the dates of
entry of the tenants. Eighteen of the twenty-nine tenants paying less
than £3.10s. per acre entered their holdings before 1939. The rest,
mainly from the Estates 1 and 3, entered before 1959. The relatively
low rents on Estate 7 are probably explained by the poorer quality of
the land, which has mostly been under opencast mining. Further mining
operations are not ruled out for the future, and some of the fields are
still inferior when compared to the generally very high quality of the
land chosen for smallholding estates in the West Riding.
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Thirteen tenants entered their holdings between 1960
and 1964 of whom only two (one at.. Estate 7 and one at
Estate 1) pay  less than £4.1Qs.. per acre. Seven pay over
£5.10s. per acre, including one at Estate 1 who pays £6.2s.

Tenants of Estates 2:..a.nd -4 . bave recently' been served
with increases .in -r&nt .Which -were considerably more than
increases made to tenants in previous years... At Estate-4, •

• .-they were of the. order of 10/H-to **fa per acre, and at
Estate 2, which formerly enjoyed 1m:rents, of the order of

E2.10s. Increases in previous year.s: on all of the
estates, some of which were for imprpve.ment.s_,.._were.._Of the

--Order --of £20 over the whole farm. At Estate 4, two
tenants who entered after 1960 are paying .10/-. _to' El more
than- the other tenants, even •after the increase.

The new lettings at the higher rents on the different
estates and the increases on two of the estates show that
the Council is seriouslz, concerned with raising rents to a
more economic level. Perhaps the best example is from
Estate 6, one of the oldest, where a tenant who entered after,
1960 pays £2.5s./acre more than the highest-paying of the
old-established tenants. Presumably the rents of the other-.
farms will be brought into line with that of the new tenant
when this estate undergoes its coming. Rent Review.. .

Rents on private estates in Yorkshire have followed the
same pattern as those of the smallholdings. A long period
of static rents has now come to an end as new lettings are
made at high rents and old lettings are subject to substantial
increases.

Table 8 sets the current level of rent the tenants are
paying against the year in which they entered the holding
(not including farms under 30 acres).



Table 8 Curren rents and Year of Entry for present Tenants

£2/10
to
£2/19

E3
to
£3/9

£3/iO
to
£3/19

£4
to
£4/9

£47-10 £5 £5/10 £6 Total
to to to . to Tenants
£4/19 £5/9 £5/19 , £6/9

Pre 1930 1

l930-.1934 1 2 2 i
1935-1939 2 9 - 1 12
1940-1944 1 - 1 1 --3
.1945-1949 - 2 1 1 1 .5 -,
1950-1954 - 5 2 2 2 1
1955-1959 2 4 5 3 5 19,
1960-1964 - - 2 - 3 3 6 1 15-

Total
Tenants 6 23 13 7 13 4_, 6 1 73

•All tenants paying more than £4,10s. per aere belong either to
Estates 4 or .2 (which have had rent reviews) or, with the exception
of two, entered after 1960. The two others entered. in 1958 and 1959
respectively'. The two tenants who entered between 1955 and 1959 and
pay less than £2.10s. per. acre are both on Estate 7 where the quality
of land is inferior-.

Similar analyses of the data from th "Vorth and East Ridings show
that date of entry is of 'little importance iinraetertnining the level
of rents per acre.

, Size of farm except for those under.20  acres, is of very little
account in any of the Ridings in assessing the rent per acre, although
quality of land sometimes may be. Both of these fact'or's_ will
probably become of more importance wh are reassessment of rents over
the whole of the Estates due to reviews or re-letting reduces the
effect on rent levels of length of tenure or general conservatism
in rent policy. Table 9, which gives the rent per acre against the
size of farm for the. sample of west hiding holdings, shows that rent
levels are not associated with size of holding.



Table 9

10.

Rent per Acre and Size of Farm for the West Riding
Holdings

R-e-177Acre

Size of E2/1O E3/ E3/10, E4 i E4/101 E5 ; E5/10iE6 Over 1 . .
Holding 4to. •.t.o. I. to -•to I to tb . Lto to £6/9 i Total
(acres) E2/19 £3/9E3 19 £4/9 £4/19 E5/9 E5 19£6 9; 
Under.20 i 3 3
20 - 29 1 1i
30 - 39 1 1 1 , 3
4 0 - 49 3 3 4 4 2 16
50 - 59 10 4 2 5 2 1 .. 24 .'

r80 

,.. 69 

- 89
70 79

2
2 

8 .1 1 2 2 2 16

1 1
3

• 1 

t

1 , 

. .

...5 -
:6

90 ,.. 99 1 ..:L
100.-109 1 -- 1.
110-119: 1 ! i - 1 -, .....,_.
Total 6 23 13  8 13 4 6 i 1 1 . 3 77

If, during the next cycle or two of rent reviews, the rent is -
brought up on all of the farms to the highest now being charged to new
tenants, then the West Riding can expect a large increase in its iotal
rent roll from full-time holdings. A rise in the average rent per
acre of the other tto Ridings to this level would also'bring a large
increase in income. While the survey only included'a_few visits to
the holdings of the East and North Ridings as opposed to 70 visits in'
the West Riding, it is thought that mo9t of the tenants wbuld, as in
the West Riding, be able to pay a higher rent if the Simalholdings
Authority thought it necessary. Obviously, local .attitudes *to rents
and the management of smallholdings are of overriding importance in -
fixing rent levels. The comparisons above illustrate the independence
of local tradition in smallholdings operation; all that is pointed
out here is that new tenants in the West Riding are paying rents which
are considerably higher than those paid by old established tenants,
although these are by no means excessive when set against the quality
of land and fixed equipment.

The net cost of the land to the tenant on an average sized
holding let. at an average rent is small. The rent of a council house
without land attached is equivalent to 3Os/- to E2 an acre on a fifty'.
acre farm, leaving only £2. per acre in the East Riding and E2/10s or
so in the other two to cover the cost of provision and upkeep of
buildings and land. This represents a very small proportion of the
total cost of inputs per acre an an intensively worked farm, and bears
little relation to the earning capacity of the land.
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. The wide variability in rents per acre indicates that a
great deal of slack exists if the actual rent roll is compared
to what it could be if rents were raised to those which newly
established tenants are paying in the West Riding. The question
of whether rents should be raised or not in a particular County

.depends on careful study of the overall finances of its
Smallholdings Authority. This study has not been undertaken in
the present survey, and therefore no detailed conclusions can be
drawn regarding the above question. One broad conclusion arising
from the survey, however, is that rent policy must come to occupy
a. much more important place in the broader national and local policy
with regard to smallholdings. The case for continued maintenance
of smallholdings perhaps should be regarded more and more in the
light of management of valuable assets in the hands of the County
Councils. This is an-economic argument 'to strengthen the social
arguments which have been at the root of smallholdings policy since
its inception. In spite of the contention of the Explanatory
Memorandum to the Agriculture Bill of 1946 that Part IV of the
Bill, "makes provision for the Government's new smallholdings policy,
the main feature of which is that the provision of smallholdings
should be determined by agricultural considerations rather than, as
in the past, by social considerations", no neW agricultural or
economic considerations, which are different from the 'social'
considerations of the past, are obvious from the present working of
the scheme in Yorkshire.

Since the social considerations which launched the various
schemes throughout the first half of the century are still important,
the two interests of providing farm workers with opportunity to

• farm on their own account and managing valuable assets in a sound
• way could be brought together in a smallholdings policy in which the
• size of the rent roll for the farms let to farm workers assamed
much greater importance than hitherto. A higher income from the
estates will be all the more necessary in the near future to
provide for rebuilding of holdings where the buildings are becoming
unsound, to provide for increasing maintenance costs as the estates
become older, and to provide for the cost of obsolescence incurred
'because farms built in the early and middle years of the century
are, becoming increasingly less suitable to efficient farming in the
second half of the century. The particular demands of mechanised
agriculture and intensive stock husbandry which already characterise
British farming mean that ever greater efficiency will be essential
if the smallholder is to make a satisfactory living in competition
with other farmers. Renewal and alteration of capital equipment
will therefore soon become necessary on some farms even though the
fabric of the building may be sound. In order to keep the estates
as progressive farming areas, this expenditure will have to be
undertaken, 411.d it should be financed as far as possible out of
the rent roll. The tenant, faced with higher rents, will have
his compensation in a better set of buildings.
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This proposal is not, of course, new. All three Ridings
are continually improving holdings by agreement with the
tenants by adding to the fixed equinment, rearranging the
interior of buildings, roofing over yards and so on, and
recouping the cost by additions to the rent. The /pid pace
of change in farming will probably make a much larger effort
than the present one necessary in the future, and the need to
provide for it should occupy an important place in discussion
on rent policy. Rents of C8 - C10 an acre may well be
necessary to cover the cost of land, house, and the new
investment in landlord's equipment.

Chapter II

The Tenants and Their Background 

The previous chapter showed the differences in local policy
in the three Ridings of Yorkshire with regard to the size of
total estate and number of farms, and in rent policy. Some
major differences in policy with regard to selection of tenants
are pointed out in this chapter as they are revealed by an
examination of data provided by the County Councils for a sample
of the present tenants and their immediate predecessors.
Additional information obtained from west hiding tenants
themselves about their family and farming connections is also
included.

The Agriculture Act of 1947 stated clearly that the objective
of the smallholdings schemes was to afford persons with
agricultural experience an opportunity of farming on their own
account, and was particularly concerned with agricultural workers.
An examination of the background of the tenants of smallholdings
in Yorkshire shows that, with very few excentions, they were all
agricultural workers Whether they entered the holding before 1947
or after. Selection of persons with agricultural experience had
been the practice long before the Act came into being.

If the present tenants for whom data were pmvided are
classified according to their background immediately before they
entered the holdings, significant differences are shown up in the
choice of tenant in the three Authoritis, The classification
used here has five groups - farm worker not son of a farmer, farm
worker son of a farmer who is not a County Council tenant, sons
of previous tenants of the Councils, previous smallholders, and
others. The first two classifications are as accurate as it was
possible to obtain them, but reliability can only be attached to
the order of difference between them. Table 10 shows the .
background of the present tenants.
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Table •'10 ,Background of the Present Tenants

East
Riding
North
Riding
West
Riding

Fain .. : Farm Son of (Previous .,
worker i Worker County Ismail- Other!
not • son on CoObil holder ,
of' ! of tenant of
farmer , farmer County 

,

Council
,,, 

(I) H Tr13)
14, 8 12 4 5 43H3 91
25 i 12 10 8 , 1 56 I 45 14

15 
1 

25, 17 18 ' 2 1 77 1 20 23

1
!

Totall% in 0 in
Group Group

! (1)

In broad terms, it seems that a higher proportion of tenants in
the East and North Ridings are in the. first category than is the case
in the Test Riding, that all three Ridings have a fair proportion of
sons of tenants, and that the West Riding moves almost one-quarter of
its tenants from one holding to another. Movement of a tenant within
the scheme does, of course, create a vacancy for a new entrant on to
the holding vacated by the man 'promoted'. An opportunity is thus
cLeated for an existing tenant to better himself without spoiling the
chances of new applicants for a farm.

The attitude regarding the son of: a tenant who applies for a
holding is similar in all three Authorities. If the son has worked
for a nuber of years on the holding, and is as suitable as are other
candidate's, thpn he is likely to be given preference. He would not be
considered as sympathetically had he worked elsewhere in the meantime.Capital at Entry 

The East px,id North Ridings select their tenants from among those
on the approved: .wafting list; the Test Riding, while it keeps a
waiting list of suitable applicants, advertises each holding as it
becomes vacant: This increases the chances of an existing
smallholder getting a larger farm within the Smallholdings Scheme.
The 'Hest Riding tenants entered with considerably more capital than
did those of Oe other Ridings. The capital available at entry to
each of the present tenants in the survey is given in Table 11.

The County differences are most marked in resnect of this
capital. Seventy7seven percent of East Riding tenants and seventy-
one percent of North ;Riding tenants entered their holdings with less
than £1,500. Thirty .percent only of the .:est Riding tenants
entered with less thah £12500, and fifteen percent entered with
£2,500 or over, _
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•

Table .11 Tenants'Capital at Time of Ehtry

•
East • -
Td ding

Ncr *ch
Rir3ing

West
Riina

Under 500 1000 15 00 2000.2500
50J to to to to to

999 1499 1999 2499 2999

9 9

23

15

10

10 5

3

6

10 10

1

1

3 000 3500
to to
3499 3999  ,

a

1

2

•40U0 45uu uver
t o to i 5000
4499 , 5000

Unknown Tot al
70 yam
under
1500

43 77

.1 56 71

- 1 4 11 77 30



Age of Tenants at Entry

The North Riding seems to favour the younger tenant rather
more than do the others. Thirty-two percent of its tenants were
aged under thirty on entry compared to sixteen percent in the
Fast Riding and twenty-three percent in the West. Fifty-one
percent of East Riding tenants entered their holdings after the
age of thirty-five. For the North and Test Ridings the figures
are forty-three percent and forty-four percent respectively.
Table 12 gives the age distribution of the present tenants at
entry.

There seems to have been a change in favour of the younger
tenant if this generation of tenants is compared with the
generation of previous tenants. In the East hiding, sixty-two
percent of the previous set of tenants were over thirty-five on
entry, and in the North and West Ridings the figures were fifty-
four percent and sixty-one percent respectively. Table 13 shows
this distribution, and the fair number of tenants who were over
fifty years old When they entered the holding.

The average age at entry for the previous tenants was 37 or
38, and for the present tenants ft was 34. The distribution
about the mean is much narrower for the present generation of
tenants, which indicates that, the. Smallholdings Committees now
consider age of candidate a more important factor than they
formerly did.
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This move towards selecting younger tenants is
encouraging from one aspect as far as the farm ladder is
concerned, and di6couraging from another. A man who enters
a smallholding aged under thirty will have a good chance of
accumulating capital towards buying or renting a larger farm
before his enthusiasm or capacity for such a move decline.
As far as this holds, the selection of young tenants will
increase mobility within the smallholdings scheme, or at least
raise the number of men who move on to farms of their own.

The other side to the situation is that the man starting
his tenancr at twenty-five may well occupy the holding for:
forty years before retiring. Mobility may thus be lowered with
the move'to an earlier age at commencement of tenancy.

Taken on balance, perhaps there is good reason to lower
still more the average age of commencement of tenancy. The
young tenant, providing that his capital situation is fair,' and
that his general education and ability give reason to expect
that he will do well Enough to move on eventually, should perhaps
be favoured over the older man who has more capital. The problem
is complicated in that no clear directive is given in the 1947
Act regarding the farming ladder. If the farming ladder is not
of particular importance in the working of the smallholdings
scheme, then the age at entry of a tenant is immaterial. If, on
the other, band, the scheme definitely aims to provide a rung by
which farm,workers can step upwards'to,their own farm, then the
age of the applicant should be a most important factor in his
selection or rejection as •a tenant.'

:Date of Entry of Present Tenants

A fairly close correspondence between the Ridings is
revealed when the dates of entry of tenants into the holdings
are compared. Fifty-eight percent Of East hiding tenants, sixty-
three of North Riding tenants, and sixty-four percent of West
Riding tenants entered their holdings after 1950. These high
percentage 6 were affected by the large number, of original and
previous tenants who reached retiring age in the last decade,
having been on the holdings since the 19201 s.

3E :
Table 14 givesthe year of entry of the present tenants into

their holdings. •

Over twenty percent of the tenants entered
their holdings before 1946, andso have been
in occupation'tweniy-five:or more years.
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Table 14. Year of Entry of Present Tenants into  their Holdings
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Age Distribution of Present  Tenants in 1964

Little difference was found between the samples in the
percentage of tenants under forty-five. It was forty-two,
forty, ancl thirty-seven for the East, North and West Ridings
respectively. There are differences, however,.at the older
end of the scale. The 'tenants of the west Riding seem to
retire earlier than do those of the East and North, for in the
West Riding sample there were only two tenants aged over sixty-
five. One of these has retired since the survey was started.
Fourteen percent of the East Riding and twelve .percent of the
North Riding tenants are over sixty-five. Obviously, if tenants
who do not leave the holding before they are sixty-five can be
persuaded to retire then, the rate of turnover on the holdingo
will be increased.

Age at Leaving of Previous Tenants 

Early retirement in the West Riding did rift apply- to the
previous generation of tenants, thirty-four percent of whom
were over sixty-five oil:leaving the farm including three who
were over eighty.. The equivalent percentage for the East Riding
was fifty, and for the North lidding it was thirty-seven.
Table 16 gives the age distribution of the past tenants at
leaving, and shnws that by no ,means all of them stnyed until .
retiring age.
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Table 16 . Age Distribution of Past Tena'xit's•.on _Leaving
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Of those who are not original tenants and Whose age .at
leaving is :known, twenty-six percent in the East., thirty-one •
percent in the North, and thirty percent in the West Riding
left before:. the age of fifty. There were thus considerable
differences in the length of time the previous tenants were in
occupation of their holdings. In the East hiding, forty-six
percent of tenants were in occupation less than fiftee,n years,
and thirty percent more than twenty-five years; In the North
Riding' thirty-three percent were in occupation less than
fifteen years and thirty-seven percent over twenty-five years
and in:the lest 'Riding the corresponding figures are twenty-nine
percent and thirty-two percent.

Table -4.7 gives the distribution of the length of occupation
of the previous tenants .

at-arnina;tion of the reasons for which the previous tenants
left shows that, more west Riding tenants moved to other farms
than did tenants of the other Ridings. This is partly because
of the policy of moving tenants of smaller holdings on to larger
ones within the Authority, and also probably because of the
larger. amounts of capital with which West hiding tenants commence
their farming. An additional factor is perhaps the larger total
estate and the greater number of larger farms within the Authority.
The Lana Agent expects that the better tenants who are moved on to
these farms will move off in a telatively short space of time,
since the opportunities for a good man to save money for his own
farm are much greater there. Thirty-two, percent of West Riding
tenants imoved on to other farms compared 'i with twenty-four percent
in the North:and fourteen percent in the East hiding. The others
in each case left through death, retirement' or beCause they give
up farming for one reason or another. The reasons why the tenant
left, if they are known, are given in Table 18-.
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Table 17 Length of Occupati on of the Previous  Tenants at Leaviy_
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Table 11 Reasons why the Previous  Tenants Left 
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Social Details of the. West Riding Tenants

The rest of this chapter and the following chapter deal wi 
th:

the tenants of the Test Riding County Council, as only a small
number of East Riding and North Riding tenants were visited._

Names, addresses and social details of seventy-seven tenants of the

W0E-C.C. were submitted to the University by the Land Agent, Who
gas° wrote to the tenants inviting them to co-operate with the
investigators in the survey. Of those visited, seventy tenants
gave replies to the questionnaire which were usable for the purpose

of the study.

Size of Family

The great majority of the smallholder.families had two to four

members living at, home. Of the twenty families 'With only two .

members 'di home, thirteen were couples without children. T*enty7
eight families had one or more children over the age of sixteen

living at home, and thirteen families had children of this age
living away. The information:pertaining- to- size and structure of

the families is given in Table 19.

Table 19 Size & Structure of Smallholder Families

(a) Members living at. Home:
No. of Members oer Family
No.of- Fanailies •

(b) Children under  12 yrs
• No.of children per Family •
No.of Families.

(c) Children 12 -. 16 yrs
No.of children per Family
'No.of Families

(d) Children over 16 at Home
No.of children per Family
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(e) Children over 16 Away 
No.of

3
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1 2 3
13 10 2

1 2
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1 2
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1 2
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The education of the farmers .themselves was, in the
main, obtained at. a local primary school. Nearly all of
them left at the age of fourteen or fifteen, and had no
further formal or agricultural education. Five went to
grammar schools, and three took further courses including
one who went to a Farm Institute for a year. The farming
experience of all the tenants was in most cases varied and
of long duration. Some had been farm foremen or specialist
herdsmen.

A variety of occupations was followed by the wives of
the tenants before marriage. Two were State Registered
nurses and two others had worked as unqualified nurses. -
One was a dental nurse; three had been school teachers and
one a music teacher; 'sight had worked in clerical
occupations, and several had worked as shop assistants, one
woman being a manageress. The others had worked on the farm
at home or had been in service.

Wighteen of the 'children were attending, or had been
through, grammar school, and two'or three had been through,

or were intending to ,go to University or training college.

Farming Connections and Advisory Services

Fifty-four of the 70 tenants visited were members of
the N.F.U, and a fair number attended discussion groups of

the Union when they were held. Most, however, were not very
active in the Union, and several non-members had previously

been members but had let their membership lapse for one

reason or another. Forty farmers said that they attended '
discussion groups when they were held in the area and were -

on a subject of direct interest to them, end quite a number

complained that such discussions were rather rare occurrences.

Over half of the tenants said that they had used the .
N.A..A.S. on some occasion in the past, usually for soil tests,

or approving grants. Generally, the tenants were not fully

aware of the comprehensiveness of the service available to

them, even when they had previously benefited from it in

some way. They tended to think of N.A.A.S. as a port of

modern 'War Ag.' and as something not really .t o do .with them.
The few farmers who regularly called in the a- dv- offie-ets

were full of praise for the help they had received, and yet. . . _ _
their neighbours had often only the vaguest idea of where

the nearest offices of the were.
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Farmers used the advisory services offered by commercial
firms in the same way as that of the N.k.A.S. - mainly for
soil tests. Two said they had taken advice on rations for the
dairy cows, and one regularly used the service offered by a
seed firm. The usefulness of expert advice was not generally
appreciated, but it is obvious from the modern practices
carried on, and the fairly high level of farming knowledge
among the tenants, that they take careful note of what is new,
even though they may not be among the first to practise it.

The great disseminator of farming knowledge and opinion
turned out to be the farming press. One weekly was read by
forty-eight of the seventy farmers visited. A further seventeen
of the tenants read other farming and trade papers. Ten of the
farmers included above read more than one paper.

The television programme an Sunday afternoon was very
popular. Fifty-five tenants listened to wireless or television
programmes on farming, some as casual listeners, others as
dedicated followers of the series.

The tenants are thus very well aware of new developments
in the farming scene, and take a great interest in them.
Established practices are to be found on almost all of the
farms, and, though usually taken for granted, the widespread
use of tractors, fertilisers, milking machines, muck-spreaders,
scientific feeding, artificial insemination, contract services
and new seed varieties among others speaks very well for the
tenants, many of whom started farming long before most of
these practices were known in the countryside at large. The
newer generation of tenants starts off with very different
attitudes to those held in the beginning by the present older
generation. 7bile the older tenants had to acquire completely
new attitudes towards the new practices before they would
adopt them, few were ever strange to the farmers now under
thirty-five or forty. These men came to the farm automatically
assuming mechanised farming, farming as a business, the use of
bank credit, and are therefore more ready to appreciate and
adopt the principles of farm management which are perhaps
playing the part in farm improvement in this decade which
technological adoption played in the last two or three. The
guarantees of the 1947 Act are far more real to them than are
the years of the depression, they are impressed very little
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with the 'eggs in one basket' argument, and very keen to
provide their homes and families with the standard of living
of the townsman. This does not mean that the younger
tenants are better farmers than the older, just that they

are more receptive to the new advances being made in farm
business organisation. This is the opinion which was
formed during the survey, although the survey did not yield
material which could be quantified to demonstrate it
effectively. However, if the opinion is considered to •be
reasonable, a further comparison between the present tenants
and the future tenants can perhaps be made. What sort of
man will the new tenant of ten to fifteen years time be?
That attitudes will he have to a small farm., and what. sort
of. system will he want to follow?

If the efforts of the past twenty years to improve the
educational system of this country have really taken hold.
in the rural areas, then the benefit must soon be felt in

all aspects of rural life. The farm worker will have a

better general education, and the keen, good secondary modern

or .grammar schopl boy will have excellent.opportunitie.s for

further. education, .both general and vocational. The
educational attainment of the better applj_cant for a County
Council smallholding will, in general, be superior to that
of his predecessor, and he will hold even more progressive
views on farming.. These will lead him to look .for a farm

with capital equipment and general layout which he can manage

with maximum efficiency and minimum drudgery, and he will

be able to pay well for such a place.

This social factor of change in the type of man

applying for a smallholding should have an important. bearing

on future County Council policy. 'Mile a good tenant - may

be prepared to take a holding built for the farming of the

twenties because he has no alternative, it would be much

more satisfactory for him, and good business for the landlord,

if his needs were taken into consideration in all aspect of

holding improvement, renewal., and modernisation.
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Chapter III

The Tenant Farrneth of •the 1-Test Riding County Council

The estates visited farmed a good cross-section of those
of the 'jest hiding, and an almost complete coverage of the
tenants on each of them was made. The farms were nearly all,
with the exception of those on one estate, on first-class land
capable of being intensively worked under the two main types
of farming followed. These types are dairying, particularly
on the more westerly parts ,of Yorkshire, and arable with rearing
or intensive livestock, Some farms on the mainly arable estates
keep dairy cows for which the majority of the buildings have
provision. Much of the poorer land on the estate mentioned above
was in opencast mining, and the County were lucky in attracting
good tenants prepared to work this reclaimed land and improve it.
The farms there are larger than the average to compensate for the
poor quality of the land, and the farming is not as intensive as
on the other estates.

The Size of Farm

Several of the farmers: rent or own land additional to that

rented from the Council. Often, this is extra grazing rented for
the summer months, sometimes it is worked in fully with the rest
of the farm. Cattle or sheep are also sent off for a grazing

period to other farms as a way of obtaining more land. Table 20

compares the distribution of size of farm supplied by the Council

with the distribution of laild actually worked.

Two-thirds of the farms are over fifty acres, and the
additional land owned or rented raises the proportion of farms with
over eighty acres from eleven to seventeen percent. This overall
structure of farm'size, even without account being taken of the
availability of additional land, seems balanced to fill the
requirements of the Authority in its policy of 'promoting' tenants

from smaller holdings to larger ones. To this extent, a ladder
works with considerable effectiveness within the Riding,
particularly as the better tenants who are moved to the larger farms
have greater chance to exercise their abilities and can move off
in a relatively short time. As previously mentioned, the West
Riding advertises each holding as it falls vacant so that tenants

already on a smallholding can apply if they feel that the new farm

will suit them better, and if they have saved: enough in their
years on the first farm to move to a bigger ohe. Should an

existing tenant be selected out of all the candidates answering

the advertisement; then his old farm is advertised in the same way.

.••
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Such advertisement widens the basis of selection considerably,
and enables the. Committee to consider men with a proven
record for its larger farms as well as those who are completely
unknown at the time of interview. It also means that,although.
a waiting list is kept, a man is not debarred from applying
for a particular holding because he didn't know of the
smallholdings scheme until he saw a holding advertised, or -
because he considered his chances of obtaining a holding too slim
to be worth while when at the and of a long list. To several
tenants, the advertisement in the newspaper was the first
intimation they had that such holdings were available. Some
tenants applied for several holdings, and were called to several
interviews, before they were successful. 11 Council which selects
through advertisement and interview for a particular holding has,
perhaps, a better chance of selecting the type of tenant it
prefers than one which selects candidates for interview from those
who apply for a holding generally, or simply works down a list of
those candidates who were interviewed and accepted as suitable at
the time they were put on the waiting list.

Slightly less than half of the tenants stated they would like
a larger farm, the most preferred size being 150-200 acres. Some
of the men wanted the farm for their sons rather than themselves,
the problem being ecurity for their family after them. Others
were very content with the farm they had, but wanted land adding
on so that they could farm a bigger place without the need to move.
The marginal rent which some of these tenants would be willing to
pay for extra land is far higher than the rent they pay for the
rest of the farm.

The reasons why they wanted to work a bigger acreage are
interesting.- An insufficient living from the holding hardly came
up at all, but the in-between nature of the fifty-sixty acre farm
was very often alluded to in the well worn phrase 'they're too
big for one man, and not enough for two'. It was quoted thany
times. A fair number of tenants said that their tackle was
sufficient for a place twice as large, although they considered it
economic for them to hold it on the present farm. With the
availability of cheap, reliable second-hand machinery, it is often
economic to run a combine for even a.small acreage of barley, and
several do. The fact of having the machinery for a larger farm
is seen by some farmers as a reason in itself for obtaining one.
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The fact that so many of the farms are beyond the scope
of one man is not an argument for increasing the acreage so
that two men can be employed. Rather the farmer, if he has
labour difficulties, should aim to build up an efficient system
around himself by increasing specialisation and streamlining
his operations to save labour. Alternatively, he could aim
to raise output through intensification, and provide work for
a full-time man. Most of the smallholdings, although working
well, have still much room for increasing output at greater
efficiency. Those farmers who are already producing. very •
intensively will need enlargement and improvement of the fixed
equipment before they can increase their business turnover
and profit.

Even though the small farm is limited in its buying and
marketing strength, it has available today a wide range of
machinery and services tailored to its needs. It can become,
under good management, a most efficient unit capable of
producing high quality produce at low cost. Until the full •
potentiality of the farmer, labour and buildings are reached
on the typical smallholding, there is little case for saying
that the holdings are too small in acreage.'With modern
intensive methods of production, a *small acreage of good land
can support a large business so that the progressive farmer -
can increase his size of farm operation considerably without
additional land.

While the size of the typical smallholding in the West
Riding is thought to be sufficient to provide a satisfactory
income for many years ahead, a proportion of tenants will
always be dissatisfied and want a larger farm. It is thought
that the number of tenants Who are seriously trying to obtain
a larger farm is much less than the number who said they
would like one when asked.

Out of this smaller number, those who will actually acquire
a farm outside the smallholdings scheme will be few. Some will
stay frustrated because of the sheer difficulty of acquiring
a larger farm at present prices and the shortage of suitable
farms to let; others will compromise by realising that they
are well placed on their present farm and cannot do better by
moving; a few will overcome the obstacles and the temptation
to be satisfied with what they have, and move. For their own
reasons, they want a larger place and they have the ability,
determination and capital to get it. In so far as the
smallholdings are supposed to form part of a farming ladder,
and since mobility is desirable to enhance the chances of
applicants waiting for a first farm, tenants should be
encouraged to acquire farms of their own.
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The ',Test hiding policy of moving people up a ladder
within their own scheme clay be a sufficient case for providing
a limited number of holdings of 100 acres or so . These could
be reserved for the best of the tenants who have shorn.
particular ability on their first smallholding, and whose
success there gives reason to suppose that they would use the
larger holding as a stepping stone to acquiring a private
tenancy or their own farm. Perhaps the simplest and cheapest
way of providing farms of 100 acres would be to enlarge an
existing holding by the .addition of bare land. In cases where
such land is not already in the hands of the Authority, it
would have to be acquired. The usefulness of the proposal
would be much reduced if inn acre farms could only be provided
by amalgamating two independent 50 acre units, because of the
loss of one tenancy.

The Capital Sources of Tenants• .
• The capital requirements of —est 'Riding tenants at entry

were. mentioned earlier. The Committee takes the view that,
if possible, a tenant should start his farming,unemcumbered by

heariy load of debt, and that he should be -orepared to risk
his o a., capital ,first Only t wenty out of the sixty-five
tenan6s whose resources at entry are known started with less
than E1,500 in capital and stock. Some of these entered over
twenty years ago when such an amount was considerable.

• The Committee's requirements with regard to capital are,
in most cases, very sound, but they may so on become out of

.,-..date in certain instances. Many people may soon be coming
,forward tath a different kind of background to their predecessors.
The good secondary modern school boy, who leaves schopl, at

.., sixteen and undergoes a further two years training at a Farm
.Institute before putting in the necessary period on a farm,
will have his capital as much in his preparation as in his purse,
yet may not be given the consideration he merits because of lack

. of money. There is here a case., and it will not be as rare in
the future as it is now, where a man's educatipnal attainment
should be taken into account to balance his small financial
means. The Statutory Loan Facilities could then be used to
bring these up to the amount needed to run the farm. This would
.also enable such capable people to start farming on their own
.- account at a fairly early age and enhance their chances of
saving money for a farm of their own outside the smallholdings
scheme. The risk to the Council will, it is thought, be
very little, vhile trained tenants should be an asset. Only
one of the West iqding tenants visited was Institute trained,
and his progress has so far been very rapid.
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The tenants accumulated their capital in various ways.
The farmers' sons usually had their own savings, often put
away by the mothei when they were at home, •and sometimes
supplemented by the father on taking the smallholding. This
is often the recogAised way of repaying years of work on the
home farm for keep and pocket money. Some had earned and
saved from a small enterprise of their gun on the home farm.
Those who were not farmers' sons had savings from their
earnings and occasionally from a small piece of land worked
with pigs or vegetables, and some help came through gifts
from parents, or inheritance. The savings effort had been
heavy in most cases, entailing long years,of hard work and
sacrifice by both husband and wife. About a fifth of those
asked said that they had borrowed money with which to start,
usually from family or friends.

Tenants were also asked the sources of their working
capital. About a third said they used an overdraft, eleven
stating that this was only at times of peak credit demand.
Almost half, including the above tenants, said they took
advantage of merchants' credit beyond the usual discount period,
most of them regarding it as a necessary evil to be dispensed
with wherever possible. Thirty of the seventy tenants found
their working capital entirely from their own cash resources,
many of these. taking pride in never having borrowed from
anyone. A further five or six relied very little on merchants'
credit or, overdraft which was available if they so wished,

Seven tenants on the one estate, with one farmer who is
not ..,a County Council tenant, have formed a buying uroup under
A.C.T. The chairman of the group (a smallholder) dlaims very
great savings on the bulk purchases they make. The group is
firmly based an the friendship of the members, who consider
social intercourse an .important part of their activities.
Seventy people turned up to the first meeting called to discuss
the formation of the group, but only eight farmers 'eventually'
participated, an indication that factors other than business
advantage are concerned in the credit arrangements farmers make.
One neighbour who declined the offer to join claimed that he
could obtain discounts from his merchants as great as those
enjoyed by group members. Some tenants would not join because
they could not pay cash, others because they did not like the
idea of co-operative action or, it appeared, did not want to be
involved in what was not a purely business group.
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Even within the group, irrationliti-es persis. Some
members refuse to deal with the group for one item or another,
somettimes for purely personal reasons dating from prior
relatl,onships with merchants supplying the group. There is
evidence that the activities of the group have reduced some
pricas in the area, and it remains to be seen how the venture
will prosper. A petrol pump with cheap petrol was acquired
recently, but a plan to buy and operate a lorry jointly fell
through.

One form of co-operation which is important as far as
capital needs are concerned is the informal lending of machinery
which goes on between neighbours, and the more formal4hiring
of specialised machinery on contract. One man may buy a beet
harvester, for example, and contract to harvest his neighbours'
beet. \Another may have a combine, and a third a muck-spreader.
Some tenants have built up a. good range of implements
subsidised through use on contract, and their ready availability
is useful to neighbours who can obtain a convenient service
cheaply. Some, machines are becoming. so common in some areas
that there must soon be keen competition for contract' work, and
prices will be under pressure. This development of part-time
contracting is well established, and is perhaps a much healthier
and more natural way of providing machinery services than a
machinery syndicate, with all the problems this involves for
small farms, would be.

Apart from very specialied items, almost all the tenants
have a complement of machinery suitable and adequate to their
needs, and some have a -ciery impressive range. Prestige is no
small matter in the decision some tenants make to buy a piece
of new machinery when a second-hand implement would satisfy
their purpose.

The tenants were asked whether they could find the capital to
finance improvements on the holding, or alter their system should
economic conditions dictate the need to change. Half said they
could finance a change, such as building up a pig herd, or
expanding a dairy herd, out of savings; five of these said they
would need help from the bank. Eighteen said they could rely on
the bank for a sizeable loan, including five who could get extra
help from the family. Only six said they would be unable to find
capital in order to finance changes in system, Generally speaking,
most tenants would be able to find the money for a major
expansion or change of enterprise should the opportunity arise
as the result of additional landlord's investment..
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The Labour Situation on the Farms

The smallholdings were originally designed as family

farms and they have, in most cases, retained this structure.

1111 but four of the seventy farmers visited worked full-time

on their holdings:- two were unable to work at all due to ill

health, and two were only working part-time due to ill health.

Six wives worked full-time on the holdings, and the majority

of the rest worked part-time, usually with the poultry which

were often kept to provide the women with a little money of

their own. Others were obviously the business brains of the

family, keeping the books and sometimes dealing with the

representatives and others who called. .L few wives had nothing

M. all to do with the farms as they felt their place was in

the home.

Thirteen farmers had their sons working for them; one of

these had two sons working full-time, and one had a son and a

daughter working full-time. Twelve farmers each employed one

full-time man and one employed two full-time men.. Twelve boys

and one girl were employed, and four farmers employed a man

part-time. Thirty-eight of the farmers need casual help,

usually at busy times only. Contracting is important on all

hut 19 of the farms, and 8 farms undertake contract work with

one or more machines. Contracting is one very useful way of

reducing inputs of regular and casual labour, and will perhaps

be even more important on some farms if more specialised

machinery becomes available,

Table 21 summarises the labour position in broad terms

Table 21 Labour Used on the Seventy smallholdings surveyed

Labour No,of Farms

Farmer and wife part-time or/and a small

• amount of casual labour.

Farmer plus a . 1- man equivalent in casual

labour cost. -.. •
'Farmer .plus a lad or 'equivalent' of a lad:-

Farmer plus 1 full-time man (including sons)

.Farmer plus 2 full-time men(including sons)

23

5
18

16

8 

70

•H This group includes wife full-time, • daughter

full-time, or combination of wife part-time :and

substantial casual labour, or help.- from retired .

pensioner etc. as giving something less in cost

and effort than 1 full-time man.
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Thus the labour needs for about half of the farms are
outside the potential of the immediate family, and most of
the remainder rely on caaual labour or contract services to
increase . labour input, Over half of the farms are .bearing
the full cost .of' keeping a. man for a,:ye'ar, *either by employing
a man throughout, or paying out the equivalent of a man's
wages in casual labour at peak periods. Increased: labour,
efficiency and improved management and cropping programmes
could,. in 'many of these cases, either 'dispense with the
cut the cost 'considerably, or increase the output of the farm
from the same labour,'

••••

This rather heavy use of labour on small farms is an
indication of the intensive way in which they are worked. It
'does guggest that some streamlining and simplification of
systems might profitably reduce the labour input without
adversely affecting profit. Such streamlining will involve
the replacing of some part of the labour inputs with capital
inputs in the forth :of better layouts, machinery, or contract
services to suit particular systems, but as long as the extra
outlay is less than the cost of labour saved, then there is a
net financial gain, and the farm is freer of labour troubles.

Two separate item here affect modernisation of the
smallholdings as it becomes necessa/y. One is to increase
labour productivity by reducing labour inputs per unit of
output. It is thought that considerable savings in cost, and
therefore direct increase in net income, can be obtained an the
sballholdingg without necessarily increasing the productive
capacity. The other is the need to increase the output
potential to raise income beyond this. -The two, of course,
need to be taken together so that any additional productive
capacity which is provided is related to -improvements in
productivity over the whole farm.

•
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Chapter IV 

Farm . Systems  and Incomes on the V:est Riding  Smallholdings
_

• The. -Farming, Systems'

The holdings : visited can: -be classified according to •farming Systems; in three broad. groups.. .The classification isbased on the proportion of :estimated _income *Coming from themain ent'eztrise.. .-The groups are

• •

a) Mainly Dairying (including
- related. rearing)

b)7-'i:rable with or without a substantial
COntribution from pigs'. or poultry..

c.) -11±,abIe with substantial 'Contribution
from dairy or. rearing

Others
;-•

No.of Farms 

21

27

20

2

If the two arable groups are taken together, and thosewith ia very substantial dairy element (5 or 6 farms) leftout, then the 'mainly dairying' group had less than a fifthof its members with an estimated net income of under E1,000a. year, the mainly "arable group :had close to halfwithin this range The more successful arable farmer's nearlyall had a substantial income from some line of stock-pigs orrearing usual vihich supplemented their arable activitiesSome, :10:ecause. of the high fertility of the land they ,vorked,grelw lea4ge acreage of cash roots with heavy reliance oncasual labour .nd just a few cattle to fatten in the winter.Poultry were generally on a very small scale, u.sually keptfor pocket money for the wife.
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The Mainly Dairying Grollp.

Two of the areas surveyed were almost wholly in dairying,
but some farms on each of the other estates also produce
milk.

Of the mainly dairying group, 5 farms had less than
15 cows, one had 17 cows, 9 had between 20 and 29 cows, and
5 had from 30 to 36 cOws, Rearing dairy stock for
replacement and often sale is important on most of these farms,
and the more heavily stocked ones have more than 60 head of
cattle in all. The greatest number on any one farm is 92
head. Severa7 of the very intensive dairy farms own or rent
additional land permanently or for the' season's grazing.

Dairying is important on eleven other farms where it is
part of a mixed system. Of these, five farms have 0 - 14
cows; five have 15 - 19, and one, a farm of 156 acres
including extra land rented, has 30 cows, Eight of these
eleven farms grow 6 - 9 acres of cash roots, one grows 4 'acres,
one 14 acres, and one 30-acres on the total farm acreage of
126. acres.

The Arable Farms

Most of the farms on the two largest estates visited were
arablei- iith cat le and pigs as important enterprises.
Fattening pigs, probably because of lack.of suitable
accommodation, were not kept in large units, and weaner
production was more common. Sheep contribute to farm income
substantially on about twelve farms, although they are kept

_on 19 of.the farms visited,.•
The following tables give the range of crop acreages and

.numberd of liVestock kept for all farms, including the farms
of the mainly dairying group. They indicate the relatively
small size of most enterprises on the farms, as well as the
number of fair-sized, more economic units.

••
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Analysis of individual farm systems on the various estates
shows that there has been a broad swing away from the basic
cropping and stocking plan for which the farms were built. Most
of the original buildings contained a six or eleven stall cow-
byre intended to serve a mixed farming system, but now whole
estates are specialised on definite lines. The buildings are
thus being used for a scale of enterprise in one or another line
of stock for which they were never intended.

For the purpose of discussing the smallholding farms, the
presence and size of a dairy herd can be taken as a general
indication of the degree of specialisation. Some farms have
eliminated almost all other enterprises and concentrate .on milking
cows and rearing. To this end, the Council, particularly in the
wetter areas best suited to dairying, have adapted the buildings
as best they can to cope with up to thirty or so milking cows.
They have also provided accOmmodation for rearing replacements
on some farms, and sometimes the tenant has himself built a shed
for calves or for wintering rearing stock. This pattern now
covers all of one estate where boxes and stable have been
knocked through to form standings for twentyeight or so milkers.
TJI.ile housing the cows, the layout is poor from a labour point of
view.

At a second estate, on rich arable land, the opposite path
has been taken. Yhile the farms were built to include a six
stall cow-byre, dairying is not common. There it is practised,
it seems to be on farms which have been converted from the old
homestead of the original estate. There are only five dairy
herds on the &state of which the largest has fifteen milkers.
On many of the other twentyone farms, the cowshed has been
converted to accommodate pigs or calves. Here, as at the estate
previously mentioned, sensible appreciation of climatic and
economic factors has led to specialisation. The system
followed by most of the farmers is an arable one with a high
acreage of cash roots, together with pigs or bullocks. A third
estate, where the land is of excellent quality, had six dairy
herds on the nineteen farms. Since the survey, one of the
farmers has sold his fifteen cows and gone out of milk
production. Of the others, one herd has twentytwo milkers, the
rest less than fifteen. The area can now be considered to be
mainly specialised in arable with cattle and pigs as
supplementary enterprises, but it differs from the previous
estate in that most of the holdings have a six stall or larger
byre which has not been converted and so is still available for

milking if required.
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The conclusion of this sec-6ion is that economic and
agricultural considerations have led to a high degree of
specialisation on the farms and estates, and that any future
improvement or renewal of fixed equipment should be planned
to cater for the specialised system most suited to the farm
and area. Investment guided by the mixed farm concept
would be wrong in the light of the present patterns of '
smallholding operation; the economics of farming today are
far removed from subsistence agriculture, and the farmer
cannot hedge against possible future depressions by
proliferating enterprises as he perhaps once could.

The V,rest Riding has undertaken many improvements on its
holdings and, generally speaking, these have been made with
a close eye to the type of farming for which the land and
holding are most suitable. It is suggested that this
attitude will be very rewarding if it is applied to the
whole basic plan of the farm if and when decisions involving
major investments are taken.

Output and Incomes
• . •

The...s:ize . of farm business on the. smallholdings. varies.
.greatly from one holding to another, and. depends largely on
things oth..erf than.acreage. An .enthusiastic, hard-working
tenant, on a small acreage can show a :turnover and profit to
.compare very favourably vith those of the larger smallholdings
,11..tile.liidj.ng. Some measure was required in analysing the
data of the survey to assess the range of business, .size. and
Trofit.made on the smallholdings. The only really satisfactory
way is tp collect and analyse full accounts, but this was

not practicable within the scope of the present survey. One

smallholder, .however, was already included in the Fain
Management Survey for Yorkshire of the University of Leeds,

and four more we2e recruited from the tenants interviewed.
Thus, full accounts are available for five of the seventy

tenants visited.
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An attempt was made to assess the gross outputs and net

incomes of the remaining sixtyfive farmers by assuming that
they were all of average ability as far as performance per unit

of production was concerned, and multiplying the units of

production per farm by standards. The standards were taken

from local enterprise costs and the Farm Management Handbook,

to make up a composite of norms which', for the limits of the

present study, were considered satisfactory. The results enable

broad classification of the farmers in terms of size of

business, net income and standard man days, and 'consideration

of the broad relationships between these items. .Certain details

for the calculation were obtained from the County Council

(rent, size of farm), and the others were collected from the

tenant (additional land owned or rentea, stocking and cropping,

casual and regular labour, machinery and buildings).

The standard gross output for the farm was obtained simply

by multiplying the stock numbers and .crop acreages by the

appropriate output standards. The net income estimation was

rather different in that a gross margin calculation was used to

avoid the need to estimate variable. costs. . Standard gross margins

were drawn up as accurately as the .limited data available would

allow, and the crop and stock units for each farm were multiplied

by theseto obtain a 'standard total 'gross marginl.. From this

total were deducted the fixed costs, the rtent, the charge for

regular hired labour. (other than that of the farmer himself),

and a standard charge varying from El() El2 per acre for machinery,

power, and sundries.:-€€

The enterprise costs are published as

Farmers' Reports by the Agricultural Economics

Section of the University of Leeds.
Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries & Food,

"The Farm as a Business", Farm Management
Handbook, 1964.

YEIE This figure was taken from the tables in

"Types of Farming in Yorkshire", where it is

seen to be remarkably stable over the average

of different sizes and types of farm.

"Types of Farming in Yorkshire",

Farmers' Report No.162, Agricultural Economics

Section, Dept.of Agriculture, University of

Leeds. May 1964.
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The result is an estimate of net farm income
including farmer and wife labour earnings. While it
assumes average levels of performance per unit of
production, it allows for varying rent levels, labour
usage, and the other fixed costs represented by the
standard charge per acre. The calculation is obviously
open to many criticisms, but, although only a rough and
ready estimate, it expresses the likely performance of
farmers of average ability with varying systems and
different degrees of intensification. The calculation
was done for all seventy farms before the results of the
five costed farms were available, and it was found that
the estimate for these farms was, in each case, within
E200 of the actual. A few other farmers discussed the
accountant's figure for their net farm incomes, and
these also were each within E200 of the estimate, some
above, some below. This rout correspondence gave some

confidence in the estimates for the particular purpose

of classifying the farmers in broad income groups.

Range of Estimated Total Outputs

The range of estimated total output is given in

Table 22.
•
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Ta1114 Estimated Total Gross Output for Seventy  1:lest Riding Smallholders

Standi-rd
Output

••

No. of Fars

1000
to

1999

•••• •

2000
to
2999

,3000
to
3999

4000
to

4999

5000 6000 7090 8000 9000

to to to to to

5999 6999 7999  8999 9.999 
i

4 21 13 7 6 1 I,1 1
.i  _

••

I
100001Averpzel Tota
to
1 09 9 9 .  

1 F4771

••

70
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The Estimated Total Gross Output is,here defined as
Standard Sales of cash crops, milk, weaners, lambs, wool,eggs,
poultry, plus increase in value of growing stook whether sold
or not. The standards used allow for hard depreciation. It
is roughly equivalent to the calculation yused in the Farm
Management Survey of Total Sales plus Difference in Valuation
less Purchases of Livestock,

About thirty percent of the farmers had an, estimated gross
output of less than £4,000, and a further twentythree percent
had an estimated gross output of over £6,000. Three farmers
of this last group showed an estimated gross output of over
£8,000, of whom one had over £10,000. "Types of Farming in
Yorkshire", gives the output for 'small farms' per 100 acres
as in Table 23 for groups roughly comparable to the types found
on the smallholdings surveyed. The average estimated figures
for the smallholdings are also in the Table.

Table 25 Results per  100 Acres for Small Farms in  Yorkshire 

Group Acreage , Output Value
Farmer
& Wife
Labour

Net
Farm
Income

,Cash Roots 145 6112 370 1655

Cash Roots with
Intensive Livestock 157 8188 331 1792

Arable with
Intensive Livestock 15.8 8070 255 1634

Mainly Dairying 53 8339 1093 214 0

1- ;

County Council , ,

Smallholdings(Estimate 58 . 8200 1005, 2150

H based on 5 full cost accounts

Source:Types of Farming in - orkshire
Farmers Report No .162 .
Table XV.
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The average acreage of the above grocns other than
'Mainly Dairying', is over two and a half times that of the
average smallholding farms, and the average output per 100
acres for the groups is below £8,000. The average estimated
gross output for all the County Council smallholdings in the
survey is over E4,500 for an average size of about 58 acres.
This gives an average estimated gross output of £8,200 per
100 acres. It must, of course, be remembered that this
estimate reflects only intensity of cropping and stocking at
average assumed rates of performance per unit of production.
Taken on this basis, the estimated gross output per 100 acres
on the West Riding smallholdings compares favourably with the
average for the farms in Yorkshire represented by those
included in Table 23.

Range of Estimated Net Farm Income

The estimated net farm income is given in Table 24.

Table 24
Estimated Net Farm Income for Seventy West Riding

Smallholders

•
• Under

500

500
to

999

1000
to

1 1499

1500
to

1999

2000
to
2499

2500
to
2999

Total Under
1000

Over
2000

No.of •

Farms •7 19 . 17 17 7 3 70

Average

•

•

,

Net Farm
Income of '
Group 347 717 1209 11720 2207 2646 1260 37 14

1
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The average estimated net farm income for the
smallholdings is seen from Table 24 to be about £1,260 within
a range in which fourteen percent were over £2,000 and thirty-
seven per cent were less than £1,000.

The average estimated net farm income for the smallholdings,
when expressed on a per 100 acres basi, is about £2,150. This
is comparable with the net far n income -)er 100 acres of the
'mainly dairying .group' of Table 23, al,d.is , considerably above
that for the other groups.. The differeince arises because the
smallholdings and 'mainly dairying' group of Table 23, being
only in the 50-60 acre range, show almost twice the income
from the farmer's manual labour when exnressed on a per 100 acres
basis, while the other groups, being aver 150 acres on average,
show about twothirds of the manual lab/Tar input.. Put another

way, two average smallholders, each working about 50 acres,
would share between 't-Pem a net farm income of about E2,200.
A farmer of 150 acres would earn about 41600-1700 from the same
100 acres were it part of his farm, an6 his net farm income from
the whole farm would be about f,2475,

The estimated incomes of the smallholders show that
management in the organisation and running of a farm is the key
to hi„gh profits, and that good incomes do not necessarilY come
from large .acreages. Table 25 sets out the estimated Net Farm
Income against the acreage worked by the smallholders.

Ignoring the smaller farms below LO acres and the larger
ones above 90 acres, then the average acreage of the 21 farms
earning over E1,5007ber annum is 60 acres, and the average
acreage of the 21 farms earning under £1000 per annum is 60i
acres.

It is clear that the high producir smaller farm's are close

to the physical limits of output uncle:- he conditions in which

they work. -

A man who, is prepared to work on a Nest Riding smallholding

can obtain a very satisfactory income, which compares well with

what he and his family could earn were they. to leave the farm and
work in the local mill or industry. The total number of hors

the family have to invest in order to nbtain this income is,
however, •considerable, and the farmer has fair amounts of capital

tied up in h is_.10P-.siness. In order to obtain an -idea of the
drdei of these items, estimates have once again been made using

norms and standards for hours work needed per oPeration or

production unit, and capital tied up --)E_r acre crops or per

livestock unit.

•
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Table 25 Estimated Net Income & Acreage Actually iTorked

Net
Income 

Under
20 acres

20 - 29

30 - 39

40 - 49
50 - 59

60 - 69

70 .- 79

80 - 89

90 - 99

100-109

126

156

Under 500- 1000-

E500 999  1499 

1

1

1

1

1

3

3

3
2 1

1500-
1999

1

3

5
2*

1

2

1

2000-

2499

1

1

2500-
2999 Total

17 1

1

1

3

15

14

7

2

1
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Labour Days on the Smallholding 

The most common input of labour on the smallholdings

was four to five hundred standard man days.: If two

hundred and seventyfive days are taken as a standard 'man-

year', this represents the work of over one and ,a half men.

Only one in eight of the farms surveyed had less than two

hundred and seventyfive man days ner year, and about one in

five needed over six hundred man days, equivalent to more

than two full-time men.

The norms used were rather below the average for farms

generally because of the compact nature of the farmstead and

the relatively good state of the capital equipment. Evan so,

the labour input needed to work the farms at their present

level of intensity is high. If four hundred standard man

days are taken as about equal to the labour availability'of

most smallholding families, then seventy percent of the farms

were outside the working capacity of the family. Details of

the working force actually used to supply these man days were

given earlier, and the importance of casual labour and

contracting was mentioned. Table 26 gives the estimated

number of man days per farm against the estimated net farm

income realised. There is obviously a very close correlation

between these two estimates because of the way in which they

were obtained, but the order of magnitude of the figures 
in

the comparison is of interest.

All of the farmers with estimated incomes of over E2000

have a standard labour input of over five hundred work d
ays,

and, of the others who earned over £1000, all but six use
d

more than four hundred standard work days. High inputs on

some of the low earning farms are due to the ill-health 
of

the farmer so that his expenses for non-family labour 
'Eli)e high.

H The definition of standard man days is that used

in the White Paper, Cmnd.553, "Assistance for

Small Farmers", H.M.S.O. October 1958.

It states (p.5) "Standard labour requirements are

the annual requirements of manual labour needed

on average for the production of crops and

livestock with an addition for essential farm

maintenance and other necessary tasks. The

,requirements are expressed in terms of

"standard man-days" (per acre of crops or per

head of livestock) which represent 8 hours'

manual work for an adult male worker under

average conditions".
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Ta)le 26 Fstlatee Net Income 8c Estimated Standard Nan Days for the Smallholdings
No. of Farms

Undei 50C

500 - 99S

'IMO 7 1,199

1500 7 1999

2000 7 2499

25n1, - 2999

100 200
to . to
199 299

2 3

2

300
to
399

1

6

4:00. 500
to 1 to
499 I 599 

1
7

1 6

600 700 800 .900 Total

to ' to to to
699 799 ; 899 920

2

6 2

3 1

1

12 6

1

•••,

7
19

-17

17
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Working Capital on the Smallholdings 

An estimate of working capital tied up in the year's
operations ; on the farm has been made by .raultiplying the
livestock numbers and crop - acres by a standard amount of
capital per unit.; The capital in stock was taken at the
value of the stock units, and the capital in crops was
estimated at half, the total cost of production. This
accounts rOughly for the use of the same amount of capital
to finance more than one operation in the year. An inventory
of machinery was taken on most of the farms visited, which,
wh'ile it ip very difficult to value, ha 's been taken into
account. ; Most .farms were credited with amounts of E50r) -

on this item, although the full range is from L'5(.Thl
The whole approximates to the worldng capital needed

to operate the particular system on each farm.
• TablO 27 gives the distribution of estimated amounts
of Nvorking capital for the seventy farms.

About a, quarter of the farms have less than £2,m tied
.Up more or less -permanently in their farm business, and about
thirteen nercent: have more than E4,^int-v so invested. The most
common order of amount is rather less than f3, The rest
of the capital the tenant uses is provided by the landlord.
lie is th#efore able to earn a relatively good living from

.11%easonablr small: amounts of capital, and is therefore well
placed in relation to an owner occupier who has had to find
.- he capital with which to buy a similar sized farm, or who

. has to meet the :mortgage charges on such a farm. The tenants
Of the suiallholciings are well aware of this advantage, and
:it considerably dampens their enthusiasm in looking for a

• farm to buy..



Table 27 Estirrat ed aoounts af Working Capital on the Sm. llholdings 

No. of
Far ns

5:)
tr
'99_.....,

1(?::',-%
to
1999

2(v)r.''
to

2999

3 ")'-'''
to

3999

4'
t 1

4!,

18 24 ".

99

4

t

5999

6 nnn
to

• 6999
to

7999

Aver-
age

Total above
5r)rn

below
2 cy.)0

13 26
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. Chapter  V.

Conclusions

Contact with smallholders, their families and friends has

left the writer with much sympathy for the smallholdings

scheme, and great admiration for the interest and devotion

displayed by the County Councils in the running of their

estates. The evidence brought has shown that the smallholdings

give agricultural workers an opportunity to farm successfully

on their own account, so that, within the limits of the

number of holdings available, the scheme has served its

purpose. The estates also, ,apart from the gain in capital

value they have made over the years, have given the County

Councils an,interest in rural affairs of a kind different to

that engendered by their other manifold activities in the

countryside. ' The following proposals will, the writer hopes,

aid the successful continuation of the scheme.

Background Assumpti ons
••

It is assumed throughout this chapter that agricultural

prices will be under some pressure in the second half of this

century as a result of increasing production from the farms at

home and the developing agriculture of the Common Market and

the New VTorld, and that the individual farmer will be able to

maintain and improve his income only by sharing in this

increase in output at ever greater standards of efficiency.

It is thought that the well-equipped, small farm with a

capable manager will be able to adapt its production to the

new trading and general marketing patterns as these develop

to serve the expanding market. It is expected that general

price stability will continue to prevail through Governmental

action, but that it will be tied to the demand on the part of

Government for greater efficiency and a relatively smaller

subsidy commitment. ,

These assumptions may be right or wrong, but they form

the background against which the proposals here must be viewed.

The tl.'71in contention of the proposals is that .efficiency is

the key both to continued prosperity for the smallholding

tenants, and recoupment by the Smallholdings Authority of the

cost of modernising the holdings.
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The Level of Rents
The social considerations which started and sustained the

smallholdings scheme are btill important, but the difficulties
of quantifying this importance are as insuperable as ever.
nether smallholdings are 'good or not is a matter of opinion
coloured by the particular outlook of the observer. As long as
smallholdings are a charge on the community, there will be a
feeling that all is not well with them, and their development will
be hampered by the need for subsitr. The survey indicates that
the present level of rents on the smallholdings could rise
considerably so that, under prudent and careful estate management,
the annual losses on smallholdings could be much reduced if not
eliminated; 'lace this is achieved, then the County Councils and
tenants can start with confidence on a policy of modernising the
holdings to fit them for the farming methods of the second half
of the century, unencumbered by the ideas of semi-subsistence
farming and support from outside aid which have characterised much
of the thinking on smallholdings in the past. The writer agrees
with Attwood's statement that the problem of financial cost is
inextricably bound up with the part smallholdings play within the
national agricultural policy, for "the virtues of independence
and initiative cannot thrive if they have to be continually
supported by public funds." H 't

The smallholding estates are today a valuable asset in the
hands of the County Nouncils, but they need income for maintenance
and improvement. The tenants are farmer-businessmen of sound
means and ability, but neither side can benefit from their
partnership to the maximum unless the rents are sufficient to enable
the landlord to follow a vigorous policy of estate management
without call on public funds.

Rents on the County Council estates in Yorkshire are increasing,
and many of the tenants realise the need for this rise. Rents should
now be raised over the whole of the estates to a level more
commensurate with the value of the holdings. The four year cycle of
'rent reviews operated in the Vest Riding, and the three year cycle in
the North Riding seem to be adequate to accomplish this enhproviding
that the size of increase is related to the eventual rent roll needed
td cover reasonable costs.

.- ace the income of th'. County Councils from rents is more in
line with the costs of maintaining the smallholdings, then a more
active policy can be followed to bring the capital equipment of the
farms to the standard required by the specialised, intensive systems
of farming now prac'tised. This will inevitably traise rents
considerably on the improved farms, to perha-)s £1.'" or El2 per acre
-where major building is undertaken. Such a rent would, however, be
an economic proposition for the progressive tenant who realises that

rent paid or first-class• buildings is a sound investment which
enables him' to produce intensively at low cost per unit of output.
This is pursued further in later sections.

H "Statutory Smallholdings in Agriculture" E.A.Attwood.M.A.,

Dept. of Agric.Fdonomics,University College of Wales,
Aberystwyth,1958, p.23. This work includes a discussion

of the financial results of the smallholdings policy,
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Extension of the Estates

The survey shows that progressive tenants are already
making good incomes from the smallholdings, and indicates that
a forward-looking policy with regard to improvements, coupled
with increased rents, is in the interests of both tenant and
landlord. It is very doubtful, however, whether the cost of
providing new holdings at the present prices of land and
buildings could ever be covered by the tenant in rent. The
establishment of new holdings is therefore seen as impracticable
at the present time.

The existing estates, however, could well be consolidated
by amalgamating the smallest and least efficient holdings or by
purchases of bare land where this would bring an uneconomic
holding up to a satisfactory production potential. Any part of
the estates Which cannot be so treated and Which are a charge on
the rest should be sold, and the revenue used to improve the
remaining holdings.

Seleotion of Tenants

1) Management Ability If the key to successful operation of
small farms in the future is to be high .efficiency, then the
selection of the best of the applicants is of prime importance.
To this end, the method of advertising each vacant holding, as
practised in the west Riding, is thought to be very sound. The
educational attainment of the candidate should be given considerable
weight along with his practical experience and capital, Farming
now relies heavily on such management techniques as record-keeping,
costing, rationing, appreciation of markets, and general awareness
of technical progress in agriculture, • Unless a farm worker has
a good general education, he will find it hard to benefit from
those practices which will make the difference between profit and
loss on the small farm in the future. Agricultural education will,
of course, be of great benefit and it is to be hoped that more
trained candidates will find their way on to the smallholdings.

The need for men with high management ability has long been
recognised, and is recorded in a previous study. Evans, in the
report l he submitted 'in 1929 on smallholdings in the West Riding
stated that selection of tenants then was according to the three
B's ( 1 ) brains, ) brawn a nd (3) brass - in that order,
If this selection policy continues to be practiced, there need
be little fear that the smallholding tenants will not be able '
to make a good living while paying a satisfactory rent.

H "An Economic Survey of Small Farms in the Vest
Riding of Yorkshire", Thos.D.Evans, 1929.

ATT.R.C.C. Takefield.
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(2) Age of Applicant It is difficult to make any firm
recommendation regarding the most favourable' age at which a
tenant should be selected for a smallholding. ,Both the average
age at which tenants are selected, and the range around this
average, have declined in all three Ridings of Yorkshire if the
present generation 6f tenants is comared with the previous
one. Since farm practice ..in the future will rely increasingly
on use of the latest management and husbandry techniques,- and
since the younger men are-generally more-familiar with these
and more flexible in their approach to new ideas, perhaps the
younger man should be favoured. The general guide would then
be a range of age of selection from twentyfive to thirtyfive,
with some special consideration, for existing smallholders
whose ages are outside this range when they apply for a larger
or better holding under the scheme.
*(3).Capital Sources of Applicant The amount of capital which

•a prospective tenant has available is obviously of :eat
importance, and has a large bearing on his future success if -).e
is accepted. The amount of capital and its source also give
the interviewing committee an idea of the thriftiness and
saving ability of the man and his wife... A large bank balance
is) however, only one of a number. of things which must be
considered, and it is not always related to the business ability
which 'a prospective small farmer must have if he is to do well.
The Statutory Loan Facilities, intended to help tenants increase
their available working capital, are used very little, Partly
because of the conditions which accompany them, and partly
because the Councils seem to have little difficulty in obtaining
tenants with sufficient capital. However, a young, well-educated,
well-experienced candidate with small capital means should be
encouraged to make use of them if on all other counts he has the
potential to do well on a smallholding. The difficulties of
saving on a farm worker's wage and the length of time needed
to accumulate capital through saving, should not be
underestimated. nnly two of the seventy flbst Riding tenants
visited had heard of the Statutory Loan Facilities at all, and
the impression is gained that the legislation authorising their
use is largely a dead letter. The Facilities have an important
function to perform in some cases, and there is need to examine
their provisions with a view to making them more iiexible and
attractive to prospective tenants whose only disqualification
from a holding is shortage of capital.
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The Farming Ladder

Most- of s the d- scup,si on regarding the farming ladder seems

to concern the fa wiRbeEcquires a holding- and hopes to move

to a larger .one, but is frustrated by the difficulty and. cost of

renting or •buying a farm. However, the typical smallholding

does offer opportunit ie s for the smallholder to increase his

income to very satisfactory levels by the intensive application

of management and capital, There is little need to worry about

the chances of a man dnce he is on a smallholding, for, if he

works. hard, he can become on it a farmer of fair means. The

desire to apply his talents to a larger farm is very understanda
ble,

but it is not as yet the responsibility of the smallholdings

scheme to provide more than the first rung of the ladder.

The problem- is far more acute with regard to the farm •worker

who is waiting for a smallholding to fall vacant, and sees so

many smallholdings in the same tenancies for long periods.

The only way of helping more farm workers to obtain a holding is

by encouraging sitting tenants to move to 'other- farms. To help

capable ambitious tenants in their desire to obtain a lager; farm

and to increase the turnover of tenants, it is suggested tha-b a

proportion of holdings of a hundred acres or so be provid
ed by

the Councils for letting only to tenants already on smallho
ldings

who show exceptional ability. They would provide.a further. •

stepping stone to a holding outside the scheme. Together with

a positive attitude to 'promoting' tenants from the smaller
 to

the more typical-sized holdings, this Would help to create 
more

mobility within the Authority. Such hundred acre holdings could

perhaps best be provided by adding bare land to a .suitab
le

-
existing holding and increasing the building accommod

ation

accordingly.

As far as the County Council can help and encourage *tenan
ts

to leave the holdings at retiring age, it helps to i
ncrease the

turnover of holdings to make room for younger entra
nts. There is

a definite trend to an earlier age of retirement fro
m holdings,

and few tenants of over sixtyfive were found in the Vie
st

•

. • MQs-b of the sUf.4westions following arise out of the surve
y

data collected on the farms of the 7Test Idding tenants,
 and

therefore may not be wholly applicable to the other
 two hidings

in -YorkshiT.e. However, the data sup-plied from the County Land

Agents of these Ridings, and particularly the visits an
d -

discunions held on their smallholdings;. gave the writer a much

wider and more detailed•view of smallholdings • pol
icy than he

could otherwise have obtained.
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Suggested Income Potential of Smallholdings

The suggestions below are based firmly on present practice

on the smallholdings visited, and on the systems followed and

incomes -earned by the more successful tenants. These tenants,

earning close to, or over E2,(T-' show that the holdings are

viable at present under good management. Tith incomes of this

level, there may seem little point in recommending measures to

increase the efficiency and earning potential of the farms.beyond

what they are capable of producing today.

However, these high incomes are not greatly ahead of the

average household income in the country. Statistics of personal

income- show that the average British income in 1963-64 before

tax was about £1, 000 per annun, and that the average household

income (i.e. more than one income per household) was about £i,
60.

nne-third of all income earners received between £750 and E
2,nnn

after tax; total personal income for the nation doubled in the

previous decade. If allowance is made for the interest on the

working capital the smallholder has .invested and the large fami
ly

labour inputs, then the high income earners are not so far ahead

of the average for the working population.

Non-farm employment at high wages is usually available toda
y

to good workers, and the smallholder6 income needs to be comp
ared

to what he and his family could earn working in the local mi
ll or

industry rather than as farm workrs. If the best of the farm

workers of the future are to be attracted to smallholdings ra
ther

than industry, then an income comparable to the household inc
ome

of the industrial worker must be possible an them. It is suggested

that the general order of income around which the smallholdin
gs

should be planned in the future is about £2, CnO. At such a level,

good people, who will be able to pay a rent sufficient to 
recoup

the landlord's investment in improvements, will be attracted.

Such an income needs, and justifies, a policy of modernisation.

The case for modernising the holdings rests on two assump
tions:-

a) that it will be in the smallholder Is interest to

pay considerably more rent for a better set' of

buildings as these will enable him to increase

his income by

i) reducing labour inputs per unit of output

ii) increasing output at greater efficiency

,
"

H' The Economist, t rd, 1964.; -,

•
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b) that it will be in the interest of the County Councils td
modernise their holdings to meet the present and future
needs of small farm operation. The holdings need to be
reassessed After the modernisation on the basis of their
new total income potential arid the costs of furnishing the
loan and maintaining the estate.

Size Structure of Farms

Farms of fifty acres. and above were found to be economic
in the Test Riding, and two farms of thirtyfive acres and forty
acres respectively were found to be making high incomes.
Insofar as .the policy of the West Riding is to move people up
from small to larger farms, a.number of these sthaller holdings
should be retained, and:a number of hundred acre tholdings
created as suggested.. The. main structure of the size
distribution of full-tine farms in the west aiding is thought
to be very suitable for the future as a base on Which to build

efficient farming units.

Improvement in Buildings

. The success of the tenants with the highest incomes largely

depends on intensive farming with the full use of modern

techniques. Vhile there is no shortage of new techniques and

aids to farming on the horizon, the tenants cannot increase their
incomes much more without additional landlord 6 capital .in the form

of more adequate buildings. It will thus be hard for them to

keep up their relatively good incomes in the face of rising

incomes outside farming unless they are given more resources

with which to work. Should there be pressure on farm prices,
then their incomes, will suffer correspondingly, as there will

be little room for them to counter this by more efficient

production.

From another point of view, the more successful men are the

ones who will be willing and able to pay more rent for a better

labour-saving set of buildings with a higher production potential.

If this is .recognised, then replanning and extending the buildings

is one way in Which the landlords could make a sound investment

on their estates while helping the tenants to improve their

incomes.

Maintenance of the farm buildings on the estates is of a

very high order, but they are now in several respects out of

date on most of the farms, and this obsolescence will become

a progressively heavier charge on the tenant4n the next few years.



Some of the buildings are old, and will have to be replaced
within the next decade or so anyway. Careful thought should

be given now to the type of investment which will be needed
to modernise or renew the holdings., and the guide to the size

of investment should be the relatively high income which an

educated, progressive smallholder vrill look for in the next

half. century.

A start sat modernisation .could perhaps be made already

on those farms most urgently .in need of it where the tenant

is willing to pay the considerable rise in rent which would

be necessary. . Such a start would be useful both for the

authority in .planning and designing practical holdings to new

specifications, and to the general body of tenants in that

they can see and assess ;the cost and benefit of such

improvements on their neighbours' farms. The pace of '

improvement could then. be increased if it becaMe necessary by

redesigning holdings as they fell va.cant; and then selecting

the most suitable tenant willing to take the holding at the

new rent. The early experiments with sitting tenants would

show whether or not there is need to fear:a la,ck:of..suitable

tenants for improved holdings at high rents. There is little

doubt that progressive tenants, both present and .future,

would be willing to pay very well indeed if they :were

provided with a holding .of high income potential and labour-

saving design.
••

Classification of Farms

The farm's were built and equipped before 1939 , as

already stated, it .is time that their basic structure -ias

reviewed in the light of technical and economic developments

in farming and marketing. 'flyer the years, the County Council,

following the natural advantages of climate and type df land,

has adapted the farms to systems which ha-ve le.d. to a •

considerable measure of specialisation among the 1:Test Riding

estates in the type of farm.i.ng they fol];ow. The .mixed 'farm

system is not typical of the vrest Riding smail-hdlding today,

although the basic structure of physical equipment is.

It is therefore suggested that decisions be taken within the

County Councils on the type of farming for which the farms

on particular estates are best fitted by land and climatic

conditions, and that the fixed equipment be then adapted

to fit the system on a long-term programme of_improvement

and renewal.
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—' Recommended Basic Systems

The.following are briefly and simply pointers to the

size of. farm operation which it is thought will be necessary

as a minimum to enable the smallholder to reach a net farm

income of about £2, 0:00. Obviously, much more thought and

research on this problem will have to be done to establish

the actual system around which a modernisation programme should

be constructed. The suggestions below have come out of the

survey, and are illustrated by the system adopted by two

farmers who were visited. The basis on which the suggestions

are made is that the farms should be specialised within broad

limits so that each enterprise followed constitutes a unit

economic in labour use, and that the farmer and his family

should be able to manage the holding with help from casual

labour or contract services as necessary.

a) Dairy Holdings

A unit of 40 cows on a yard and parlour, or cubicle and

parlour system would be suitable. With intensive grassland

management and provision of satisfactory boxes, a large

proportion of replacement heifers could be reared, and some

rearing for store sale or beef added. .

Example A farm of under 50 acres keeps 36 milking cows ard
heifers, and sells over 40 barley-beef animals in a year.
The wife works part-time, and very little wasual labour or

contracting is needed. Using average income norms. for this

above average farmer, the estimated net income is over

£2,500 per annum.

b) Arable and Livestock Holdings

As was shown earlier, poultry are not a smallholders'

enterprise other than in a small way. Poultry are not likely

to be a main enterprise on many farms, but. could be a useful

addition by the tenant to a system based on something else.

As the necessary investment is likely to be by the tenant,

lioulity Are not considered here.
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Fattening pigs are not important on many farms,

possibly because suitable buildings are lacking. Should a

building layout be devised which would enable a switch to

be made from one form of livestock to another in, response

to changing profits, fattening pigs could become a useful

main enterprise on some arable farms, The central problem

is to invest in a set of buildings on an arable farm which

will not sacrifice labour economy and efficient conversion

rates in a search for universality, but not restrict the

building to one use only. This may be an impossible

ideal, but it would seem that the needs of fatteners, sows

and calves are similar enough .in respect of warmth,

ventilation, feeding and mucking-out that a basic structure

common to all could be devised, while movable landlord or

tenant fixtures could be used to alter the internal

arrangements to ,suit the particular livestock in hand.

Tenants do switch from one form of rearing to another

according to profitability; tenants themselves change, and

a balance must be sought between extreme specialisation and

flexibility in building. With concrete flooring and post

holes set in, a system of partitions could perhaps be

devised to give flexibility. New materials for temporary

roofing over pens, insulation etc. give good possibilities.

If the economics of pig fattening dictate very specialised

units, these could be provided by special arrangement

between landlord and tenant, or left for the tenant to

provide. The basic structure would then meet the needs of

sows, calves and bullocks .

A typical 'arable and stock system able to return the

suggested income is as follows:.

3 5 spws selling off weaners and/or porkers or baconers would
seem a suitable economic breeding unit, A milking and

mixing unit reduces cost and increases efficiency if

provision for it is built into the original design.

ln-15 acres of cash roots and the rest of the land in corn

would constitute the arable enterprise,
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Example•

• A. farm Qn an arable estate, with less than 40 acres of
land, keeps r sows and sells. off the weaners to a large
farmer on contract. 12 acres of cash roots and the rest
of .feeding barley are grown with no casual labour, but ,with
contracting for .combining, baling and sugar beet liarv.esting,
.the .e sti mat ed net incorqe on. average norms , is £1,900 p
annum.

The .above tenant is severely hampered by the -present
rigid layout of the building internally, and finds •
coiade,nsation and in-adequate storage space for corn a - problem.
Given better equipment, his potential income is very high.

Accommodation suitable for •ea.y management of ..35 .sows
could be adapted to the needs of other forms of lives-tack,
.without bad diseconomies of labour in feeding and mucking-out,
or great loss in fo od • c onvers'i on .

(c) Other Systems

(ther systems are, of course, possible but they will
most likely be variants of the above :two, • Given the small
acreage, a substantial income will have to be earned from the
buildings and therefore all-arable systems, except perhaps
on the particularly fertile lands, are automatically ruled out.




